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SMALL  PROGRAMMING EXERCISES 14 
M. REM 
Department ofMathematics and Computing Science, Eindhoven University of Technology, 
5600 MB Eindhoven, The Netherlands 
The three new exercises we present may be aptly called small programming 
exercises. They have in common that they allow linear solutions without introducing 
auxiliary arrays. The crux is to find such solutions. 
In Exercise 34 a polygon is given for which we have to compute a pair of vertices 
that divides its circumference evenly, i.e. into two parts whose lengths differ as little 
as possible. I owe this exercise, and the next one, to W.H.J. Feijen. In Exercise 35 
a number of points at the circumference of a circle are given. We have to determine 
whether there exist four points among them that constitute a rectangle. 
Exercise 36 has its origin in trace theory. A trace is a finite sequence of symbols. 
The weave of two traces is the set of all traces that in a sense to be defined 
later---concur with them. We have to compute the number of traces in the weave 
of two given traces. 
Exercise 34: Diameter of a polygon 
The N vertices of a polygon are clockwise numbered from 0 through N - 1. The 
side between vertex i, 0<~ i < N, and vertex ( i+ 1) rood N has length d(i). We define 
D(i,j) as the clockwise distance around the polygon from vertex i to vertex j: 
(Sh: i<~h<j: d(h)) if i<~j, 
D( i ' J )=[ (Sh : i<~h<N:d(h) )+(Sh:O<~h<j :d (h) )  i f i> j .  
We are requested to determine S in 
I[N: int; {N~3} 
d( i: 0~ i< N): array of int; 
{(Ai: 0~ i<  N: d(i) ~ 1)} 
I[P, q: int; 
S 
{0 <<- p < q < N ^ abs( D(p, q) - D(q, p)) 
= (MIN i,j: O<~i<j < N: abs(D( i , j ) -  D(j, i)))} 
]l 
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Exercise 35: Inscribed rectangle 
N points at the circumference of a circle are clockwise numbered from 0 upward. 
The arc between point i, 0~ < i < N, and point ( i+ 1) modN has length d(i). With D 
as defined in Exericse 34 we have to solve S in 
]IN: int; {N >t 4} 
d(i: 0<~ i< N): array of int; 
{(Ai: 0<~ i < N: d(i)>~ 1)} 
I[b: bool; 
S 
{bE (Ep, q, r, s: 0<~p< q< r<s< N 
: D(p, q)= D(r, s) A D(q, r)= D(s, p))} 
]l 
]1 
Exercise 36: Weaving 
The projection t rA of a sequence t of numbers on a set A of numbers is the 
sequence obtained by deleting from t all numbers not in A, for example, 
t = (3, 1, 1,2,4, 3, 2, 1), 
A={1,3,5},  
t [A= (3, 1, 1, 3, 1), 
t = t1`{1, 2, 3,4}. 
For given sequences u and v such that u1'{0, 1}= u and vt{1, 2}= v we have to 
compute the number of sequences t such that tI{0, 1, 2} = t and tI{0, 1} = u and 
t[{1,2}=v: 
I[M, N: int; {M >>- 1 ^  N >1 1} 
u(i: 0 ~< i < M): array of int; 
v(j:  0<~j < N): array of int; 
{uI{O, 1}= u ^  o1'{1,2}- v^ u1'{1}= vI{1}^ u(M-1)= v(N-1)= 1} 
I[k: int; 
S 
{k=(Nt: t1'{O, 1,2}= t: tt{O, 1}=u ^  t1'{1, 2} = v)} 
]1 
]1 
Solution of Exercise 32 (least ancestors) 
With 
R(k) = {j IG has a path from vertex k to vertex j} 
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we have to solve S in 
[[N, M: int; {N >t 1 ^  M >1 O} 
b(j: O<~j<~ N), e(i: 0<~ i<M) :  array of int; 
{suc(G, b, e)} 
I[a(j: 0 ~<j < N):  array of int; 
S 
{(Aj: 0<~j< N: a(j) = (MIN k: 0<~ k< N Ajs R(k): k))} 
]1 
11 
We obtain our invariant P0 by replacing in the postcondition one occurrence of 
N by a variable n: 
P0: 0<~ n <~ N 
A (Aj: O<~j < N: a(j)= M(j, n)) 
where 
M(j, n) = (MIN k: O<-k<n ^ j~  R(k): k). 
Since for 0 <~ n < N we have 
M(j, n + 1) = 
M(j, tl ) rain l l  
LM(j, n) 
the following solution will do: 
n:=O; a(j: O~j< N) := inf 
;don~N 
i f j~R(n) ,  
i f j~R(n) ,  
-->for each k ~ R( n ) do a: ( k) = a( k) rain n 
; n :=n+l  
od 
Let W(n) denote the set of vertices that cannot be reached from any lower 
numbered vertex than n: 
W(n) = {j]0<~j < N A -a(Eh: 0~ h < n: j ~ g(h))}. 
Then we have 
j~ W(n) - M( j ,n )<n 
for all vertices j. Conseqently, 
n if j~ R(n)c~ W(n), 
M( j ,n+l )= M( j ,n)  i f j~g(n)n  W(n). 
We may, therefore, replace in the above solution R(n) by R(n) c~ W(n) and a: (k) = 
a(k) rain n by a: (k) -- n. 
We can decrease the number of steps of the repetition by observing that in the 
case n ~ W(n) we have 
(Eh: 0<~ h < n: n e R(h)) 
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and, hence, 
j~R(n)  ~ M(£n)<n.  
Therefore, if n ~ W(n) we have M(j, n + 1) = M(j,  n). This observation leads to the 
following solution: 
n :=0;  a(j: 0<~j< N) :  = inf 
;do W(n)#O 
~do n~ W(n)-->n:= n+l  od{ne W(n)} 
; fo reachk~R(n)n  W(n) doa: (k )=n 
od 
Notice that P0 implies W(n)={j la ( j )  = inf}. In order to be able to express the 
guard of the outer repetition we maintain 
P I :  .w=lw(.)l. 
For each vertex k~ W(n) we have that all vertices in R(k) are also in W(n). 
This allows the part "for each..." to be programmed as follows, where S(j) denotes 
the set of successors of vertex j:  
a: (n) = n; Vl := {n} 
;do V I#O 
-~ let j~ V1; VI := VI\{j} 
; for each k ~ S(j) n W(n) do (a: (k) = n; V1 := V1 u {k}) 
od 
Set V1 is recorded, as  usual, in segment v l ( j :  O<~j<nvl). The code of our 
solution then becomes 
S: [In, nw: int; n, nw := 0, N 
;l[J: int;j:=O; do j#  N~a:  ( j )= in f ; j := j+ 1 od][ 
; do nw # 0 
do a(n) # inf~ n := n + 1 od 
; a: (n )= n 
; I[nvl: int; vl( j :  06 j< nw): array of int; 
nvl := 1; vl:  (0) = n 
; do nvl # 0 
I[£ i: int; nvl := nv l -1 ; j :=  vl(nvl)  
; i:= b(j) 
;do i# b(j+ 1) 
I[k: int; k:= e(i) 
; if a(k) = inf-~ a: (k) = n; vl: (nvl) = k; nvl := nvl + 1 
[3 a( k) # inf -~ skip 
fi 
]1 
i:= i+1 
od 
]1 
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od 
]l 
od 
]1 
The execution time of our program is linear in the number of vertices and arcs of 
graph G. 
Solution of Exercise 33 (checking equidistance) 
A directed graph is called equidistant if for each pair (j, k) of vertices all paths 
from j to k have the same length, i.e. have the same number of arcs. With R as 
defined above we have to find a solution for S in 
I[N, M: int; {N>~ 1A M>~O} 
b(j: O<-j<~ N),  e(i: 0 < - i< M): array of int; 
{SUE(G, b, e) A (Aj: 0~ < j < N: j ~ R(0))} 
I[ eq: bool; 
S 
{eq =-- ( G equidistant)} 
]1 
]1 
If some vertex j has two paths from vertex 0 of distinct lengths graph G obviously 
is not equidistant. If, conversely, for vertices h and j there are two paths from h to 
j of distinct lengths, then, since there exists a path from vertex 0 to h, there are two 
paths from vertex 0 to j of distinct lengths. We may, therefore; replace the postcondi- 
tion by 
eq =- (Aj: j ~ V: all paths from vertex 0 to j have the same length). 
where V denotes the vertex set of G. 
We employ again the tripartitioning technique. With S( j )  denoting the successor 
set of vertex-j, this gives rise to the following invariant. 
PO: V0u V Iu  V2= V 
^ V0 c~ V1 = V1 n V2 = V2 c~ V0 = 0 
A0~ V1u V2 
A (Aj: j e V2: S(j)  c_ V1 u V2). 
Since all vertices are reachable from vertex 0 we conclude from P0 that V1 = 0 
implies V2 = V. 
Let a black path be a path of which all vertices, with a possible exception for the 
last one, are in V2. Inspired by the postcondition we introduce invariant 
PI: eq -- (Aj: j e V1 w V2: all black paths from vertex 0 
to j have the same length). 
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If Vl = 0 all paths are black and all vertices are in V2. Variable eq has then the 
required value. If -leq holds the graph is, acording to P1, not equidistant. We, 
therefore, choose V1 # 0 A eq as the guard of our repetition. In order to be able to 
maintain P1 we introduce an integer array l(j: 0<~j< N) and maintain 
P2: eq~(A j : j  ~ V1 w V2: l ( j )= (length of the black paths 
from vertex 0 to j)). 
We thus obtain a program of the following structure: 
vo, Vl, v2:= {o},0 
; eq := true; I: (0)= 0 
;do Vl~OAeq 
let j ~ V1 
; V1, V2:= Vl\{j}, V2w{j} 
; for each k e S(j)  while eq 
do if ke  VO~ VO, VI:= YO\{k}, Vlw{k};  l: (k)= l ( j )+  1 
13 k~ VO-->eq:=(l(k)=l(j)+ l) 
fi 
od 
For the Tecording of the tripartitioning of V we use an integer variable nvl, an 
integer array v l ( j :  0 < j  < N), and a boolean array w(j: 0 ~<j < N): 
nv l=]V l ]  
^ (Aj: j ~ Vl: (Eh: 0<~ h < nvl: vl(h) =j ) )  
^ (A j : j~  V: w( j ) - ( je  VO)). 
The above representation leads to the following code: 
S: [[l, v l ( j :  0<~j < N): array of int; 
nv: int; w(j: 0~j< N): array of bool; 
nvl := 1; vl: (0) = 1; w: (0) =false 
;l[J: int;j:= 1; doj  # N ~ w: (j) = true;j:=j+ 1 ~1] I
; eq := true; l: (0)= 0 
; do nv l # O A eq 
[[£ i: int; nvl := nv l -  1; j := vl(nvl  ) 
; i:= b(j) 
; do i ~ b( j+ 1) ^  eq 
l[ k: int; k := e( i) 
; if w(k)~v l :  (nv l )=k;  nvl:= nv l+ l  
; w: (k)=false; l: (k)= l ( j )+ 1 
13 7w(k)-~ eq:=(l(k)= l( j )+ l) 
li 
]1 
; i:= i+1 
od 
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]l 
od 
]l 
This solution is also linear in the number of vertices and arcs of graph G. 
Recurring segments revisited 
The problem of the longest recurring segment (Exercise 19) allows a more efficient 
solution than the one presented in Small Programming Exercises 8. This was pointed 
out to me by Frans Sijstermans of Philips Research. 
He introduces a variable d, 0 <~ d < N, and i sets So, $1, •. •, Si-i to record recurring 
segments of length d. These sets are disjoint subsets of {0, 1 , . . . ,  N -1} ,  each 
containing at least two elements. They record for d i> 1 the recurring segments as 
follows. For h ~j  ^  O<~ h<~ N-d  A0<~j<~ N-d  
(Ak: 0 < - k < d" X(h  + k) = X( j+  k)) 
- (El: 0~ l<  i: {h,j}_ St). 
The exercise is to compute the maximal value of d such that i t> 1. The crucial 
observation is that d may be increased by any value e, 0 < e ~< d, in O(N) time. We 
have for 0 < e <~ d 
(Ak: 0 ~< k < d + e: X(h + k) = X( j  + k)) 
- (Ak :O<~k<d •X(h+k)=X( j+k) )  
A (Ak: 0 <~ k < d: X(h  + e + k) = X( j  + e + k)) 
Consequently, when increasing d to d + e, each pair {h,j} c_ Sz remains if there also 
occurs a pair {h + e,j+ e} in one of the sets. This makes it possible to adjust (shrink) 
the sets, when increasing d, in O(N) time. Since there are O(log N) increments of 
d necessary, the resulting program is O(N log N). In Small Programming Exercises 
8 a quadratic solution was presented. 
Corrigendum 
Gerard Zwaan pointed out to me that in my solution of Exercise 26 (K-sequel) 
in Small Programming Exercises 11 q(k) of a black vertex k can decrease, which 
may give rise to erroneous results. This can, of course, be remedied by selecting a
grey vertex j with least q(j) to be coloured black, but that would destroy the linearity 
of the solution. We maintain a linear solution by declaring, just as in Esercise 12, 
array t globally. A non-black vertex j is then grey if t(j) = 0. With this solution the 
innermost block of S becomes 
I[k: int; k:=e(i); t: (k )=t (k ) - I  
; q: (k )=q(k)  min (q( j)+ w(i)) 
; i f  t(k) = 0~ v l :  (nv l )  = k; nvl := nvl + 1; a: (k )  = (q(k) >~ K) 
0 t(k) >~ 1 -. skip 
fi 
]l 
